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IOC Advisory Committee on Olive Oil and Table Olives assembles for 40 meeting
th

Representatives converged on the IOC headquarters in Madrid for the 40 meeting of the IOC Advisory
Committee on Olive Oil and Table Olives, held on 14 and 15 November. During discussions, the IOC
Executive Secretariat gave a market overview featuring the figures for olives and olive oil for 2010/11 (final),
2011/12 (provisional) and 2012/13 (estimated), and the trends in the prices paid to producers.
According to estimates forwarded by member countries, world olive oil production is expected to total
2 718 000 t in 2012/13, a decrease* of 20% on the season before. The aggregate production of the IOC
Members is assessed at 2 632 000 t, with the Member States of the 27-strong European Union accounting for
1 739 000 t (Spain 820 000 t; Italy 490 000 t; Greece 350 000 t; Portugal 68 600 t; Cyprus 5 600 t; France
4 300 t; Slovenia 700 t). Behind the EU comes Tunisia, with 220 000 t, followed in descending order by Syria
(198 000 t), Turkey (195 000 t), Morocco (100 000 t), Algeria (56 600 t), Jordan (35 000 t), Argentina (17 000
t), Libya (15 000 t), Israel (13 000 t), Albania (8 500 t) and the rest of the member countries with smaller
volumes. Significantly, the production estimate for Spain is 49% down on the previous crop year.

Estimates for table olives put world output for 2012/13 at 2 315 000 t. Of this tonnage, 666 000 t is
expected to be produced by the Member States of the EU-27 where Spain leads the way with 450 000 t,
followed by Greece (130 000 t), Italy (74 000 t), Portugal (8 000 t), Cyprus (2 800 t) and France (1 200 t).
Table olive production by the other IOC Members is assessed at 410 000 t for Turkey, 300 000 t for Egypt,
172 000 t for Syria, 157 000 t for Algeria, 100 000 t for Morocco, 60 000 t for Argentina and at lower levels for
the rest of the member countries. Again, the drop in Spain’s estimated production is noteworthy (-14%). For
more information, go to http://www.internationaloliveoil.org/documents/viewfile/7118-powerpoint-presentationadvisory-committee/2

At the committee meeting, representatives were able to listen to a presentation given by Christian
ARGENSON (France) on the promotion carried out by the French Interbranch Olive Oil Association to boost
olive and olive oil consumption in France. Action is organised at local, regional, interregional and national
level and focuses on increasing consumer olive oil awareness through workshops and conferences, media
relations and campaigns, and product familiarity programmes for restaurants and catering school faculty and
students. Booklets are written for distribution at events and a website has been created to interact with
consumers. While a small-scale producer, France imports some 114 000 t of olive oil a year. Primarily extra
virgin
olive
oil
is
consumed
in
France.
For
more,
view
http://www.internationaloliveoil.org/documents/viewfile/7117-actions-de-promotion-de-l-rsquo-huile-d-rsquoolive-et-des-olives-de-table-menees-en-france/2

On the same day, Teresa Millán (Manager) from the Spanish Olive Oil Interbranch Association delivered a
presentation beginning with facts and figures about the Spanish olive oil industry and then outlining the role
and action of the Association, created in 2002 and funded by its membership which brings together
producers, processors and marketers. Since 2008, it promotes scientific research, development and
innovation and carries out market research and highly successful promotion campaigns both at home – Spain
consumes some 580 000 t of olive oil – and abroad. It is looking to expand its campaigns through national or
European co-financing. A large part of its campaigns are directed at the generic promotion of olive oil. See
more at http://www.internationaloliveoil.org/documents/viewfile/7116-el-rol-de-la-interprofesional-en-espana/2
Olive oil’s carbon footprint was another of the subjects presented at the meeting. The Executive Secretariat
has set up a multidisciplinary team of experts on olive oil, sustainability and climate change to engage in a
technical and scientific debate and review of the feasibility of drawing up a protocol for calculating the
environmental
footprint
of
olive
oil.
In
a
paper
on
this
subject
(see
http://www.internationaloliveoil.org/documents/viewfile/7115-the-carbon-footprint/2), expert Juan Antonio Polo
(Spain) explained that the term carbon footprint refers to the sum of greenhouse gas emissions through the
life cycle of a product and that carbon sequestration is the influential factor for the olive sector.

* The file uploaded on Wednesday 5 December inadvertently read " a rise of 20%" instead of "a decrease of 20%. This mistake has now
been corrected.
Source: International Olive Council
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WORLD MARKET FOR OLIVE OIL AND TABLE OLIVES
1. OLIVE OIL: 2011/12 CROP YEAR
The data for the eight countries listed in the table below show that imports of olive oil and olive pomace
oil through 2011/12 taken as a whole (October to September) increased in China (+38%), Japan (21%),
Russia (+15%), Brazil (+9%) and the United States (+9%) but decreased in Canada (-1%) and flatlined in
Australia. September data were not available for the EU at the time of publishing this newsletter. However,
when compared with the data for the first eleven months of 2010/11, the October 11–August 12 signal a
+19% rise in extra-EU/27 imports and a -1% drop in intra-EU/27 imports. Notably, extra-EU/27 imports
started to move up from May 2012, possibly due to the poor harvest expectations for 2012/13.

2. TABLE OLIVES: 2011/12 CROP YEAR
The figures reported in the next table show that table olive imports through the twelve months of the
2011/12 season (October–September) went up by +15% in Brazil but only +1% in Australia while they held
steady in Canada. Moving in the other direction, imports dropped by -4% in the United States and -3% in
Russia. At the time of publication, the September data were not available for the EU but when set against the
data for the first eleven months of 2010/11, the October 11–August 12 figures show an overall -4% decrease
in extra-EU/27 imports and a steady level of intra-EU/27 imports.

PRODUCER PRICE TRENDS
Graphs 1 and 3 track the weekly movements in the prices paid to producers for extra virgin olive oil and
refined olive oil in the top EU producing countries. The monthly price movements for the same two grades of
oil are given in Graphs 2 and 4.


Extra virgin olive oil: Compared with the same period a season earlier, prices started to rise sharply in
Spain in late June, reaching €2.64/kg by the second last week of September. They then switched course
in the last week of October, reaching €2.40/kg by the second last week of November. Although this
represents a 9% drop from the September peak, it is still +27% higher than a season earlier. These price
movements have to be viewed in a context where the estimates for 2012/13 are becoming more
accurate as harvest moves forward. It must also be remembered that prices have been very low in Spain
through the last two crop years and that this increase brings them up to the level of March 2008. After
rising within the space of two months from €2.38/kg in the first week of August to €2.90/kg in the first
week of October (see Graph 1), producer prices in Italy dropped suddenly to an intermediate level of
€2.62/kg, but still equating with a rise of +3% from the season before. In Greece producer prices
have risen more evenly and slowly over the last three months, going up by +15% from €1.82/kg (late
July) to €2.24/kg (second last week of November 2012).

Source: International Olive Council
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Graph 1

Graph 2

Source: International Olive Council
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Refined olive oil: Prices also started to climb sharply in Spain and Italy as of the last week of July
until late October when they dipped slightly. Over the 12 months, they increased by +35% in both
cases, recording an ending price of €2.34/kg and €2.44/kg, respectively (Graph 3). No data are
available for Greece. The gap between the price of refined olive oil and extra virgin olive oil is
currently around €0.06/kg in Spain and €0.18/kg in Italy. By the end of the period, prices in Spain
were tending to close in on those of Italy, probably reflecting the forecasts of a poor harvest in
Spain, but a gap of €0.10/kg opened again in the last week.

Graph 3

Graph 4

Source: International Olive Council
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